FOLIO Member Organizations

Updated to reflect FY 2023/24 commitments

- Auburn University - Supporting
- BSZ (Konstanz) - Supporting
- BVB (Munich) - Empowering
- CU Boulder - Empowering
- Cornell University - Sustaining
- Darmstadt University Library - Supporting
- Duke University - Supporting
- EBSCO Information Services - Enableing
- EPAM - Contributing
- FAU University Library Nuremberg-Erlangen - Supporting
- Fenway Libraries Organization (FLO) - Contributing
- Five Colleges Inc - Supporting
- Frankfurt University Library - Supporting
- GBV (Goettingen) - Empowering
- Giessen University Library - Supporting
- Grand Valley State University - Contributing
- HBZ (Cologne) - Empowering
- HeBIS (Frankfurt/Main) - Supporting
- Index Data - Supporting
- JIANGSU JIATU NETWORK TECHONOLOGY CO., LTD. - Supporting
- Kassel University Library - Supporting
- Knowledge Integration - Supporting
- Lehigh University - Sustaining
- Leipzig University Library - Sustaining
- Library of Congress, LOC - Sustaining
- LMU Munich - Supporting
- Mainz University Library - Supporting
- Marburg University Library - Supporting
- Michigan State - Supporting
- Missouri State University - Supporting
- MOL Sp. z o.o., Gdynia - Contributing
- National Library of Australia - Supporting
- Regensburg University Library - Supporting
- Saxon State and University Library Dresden - Sustaining
- Shanghai Jiao Tong University Library - Supporting
- Shanghai Library - Supporting
- Shanghai RFID Intelligence Digital Technology Co., LTD. - Supporting
- Spokane Public Library - Supporting
- Stanford University - Empowering
- Texas A&M University - Sustaining
- TUM Technical University Library Munich - Supporting
- University of Alabama - Sustaining
- University of Chicago - Sustaining

Explanation of costs and benefits of FOLIO Membership Levels

Please direct any questions to Mike Gorrell and Simeon Warner

Email list for FOLIO members only: folio-members@ole-lists.openlibraryfoundation.org

If you are a representative of a FOLIO member (see list above), please subscribe here: https://ole-lists.openlibraryfoundation.org/

General email list for FOLIO information: folio-announce@ole-lists.openlibrary.org (self-subscription: https://ole-lists.openlibraryfoundation.org/)